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ABSTRACT

A new problem of optimizing a wireless mobile terminal tra-

jectory under a given communication constraint is introduced.

The mobile or vehicle has to move from a given starting point

to a target point while uploading/downloading a given amount

of data; this contrasts with the classical mobile communica-

tions paradigm where the communication and motion aspects

are assumed to be independent. To reach the two aforemen-

tioned objectives, the mobile has to move sufficiently close to

the wireless base station, while accounting for the energy cost

due to motion. This setup is formalized here and leads us to

determining non-trivial trajectories for the mobile. Remark-

ably, a counterpart of the Snell-Descartes law for the light

propagation is exhibited (see Prop. 2) for the optimal trajec-

tory of the mobile when the latter crosses zones in which the

available data rates are different.

Index Terms— Trajectory planning, vehicles, robots,

communication constraints, energy- efficiency.

1. INTRODUCTION

In wireless networks, it is generally assumed that the trajec-

tory of a mobile terminal is chosen by the user. Under this

assumption, the communication and motion aspects are ob-

viously independent. However, there are more and more ap-

plications for which this classical paradigm needs to be ques-

tioned. For instance, when an unmanned aerial vehicle or a

mobile robot (MR) has to collect data from a field of wire-

less sensors, it typically has to optimize its trajectory to re-

ceive the data correctly (see e.g., [1][2] ). This situation has

becomes more frequent and appears in the wide area of net-

worked robotics [3], and more specifically for nano-networks

[4]. The emergence of this new type of communications sce-

narios led the authors to state the problem described on this

paper.

∗The author acknowledges the funding of CONACYT (México).

The problem under consideration is as follows. A mo-

bile terminal has to move from a starting point to a target

point while transmitting a certain amount of data along its

trajectory. In addition this task has to be completed in a time

T . The data has to be sent to a wireless base station (BS)

which receives the signal with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

which depends on the distance between the mobile and the

base. Therefore, the mobile has to choose a trajectory which

allows the data to be uploaded successfully (which is made

possible by having a sufficiently large SNR) and to manage

the energy consumed for moving. To the authors’ knowledge,

one of the closest work to the work reported in the present

paper is given by [5]. Therein, a robot has to optimize its tra-

jectory to minimize a cost which consists of the sum of the

energy consumed by the transmitter and the motion energy.

Another relevant paper is given by [6]; the goal of the robot is

find a trajectory which allows wireless energy to be harvested.

Then in [7] the authors design a control law for a drone to fol-

low a ground robot while maintaining a minimum data rate in

an optical wireless communications link. And in [8] the au-

thors maximize the coverage area of a mobile sensor network

while ensuring wireless communications between its mem-

bers; in [9] the authors consider a cooperative mobile sensor

network and then design control laws so that at each iteration

the sensor nodes gather a maximum amount of information.

The setting of the present paper differs from these works by

the fact that a different performance metric and different com-

munication scenarios are considered but more importantly by

the theoretical analysis to derive the optimal trajectories. In

particular, the link with optics is completely new and opens

for a large variety of extensions; this link is reminiscent to

the work by where optimal packet routing through a wireless

ad hoc network has been interpreted as the light propagation

path [10].

Our task has two main objectives, transmit all the bits as

soon as possible, and reaching the target spending as little

energy as possible, corresponding to two separate optimality

criteria. So the optimization of the trajectory for this task is a



multi-objective optimization problem involving communica-

tions and robotics aspects. In this paper we will present differ-

ent approaches for this multi-objective optimization problem,

namely in sequential importance and by constructing a hybrid

cost.

This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we de-

scribe the communications and the vehicle’s models; then in

section 3 we derive the optimum trajectories for the problem

considered in this paper. Then in section 4 we present simula-

tion results to give some insight into the optimum trajectories

obtained and then we conclude in section 5.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

We denote by p(t) the position of the vehicle at time t and the

signal received by the base station (BS) by the vehicle is:

y(t,p(t)) =
x(t)

‖p(t)− pB‖
α/2
2

+ n(t) (1)

where x(t) is the signal transmitted by the vehicle with fixed

power E[|x(t)|2] = P ; pB is the position of the closest BS; α

is the path loss coefficient and n(t) ∼ CN (0, σ2
n) is the zero-

mean additive white Gaussian noise at the BS with power σ2
n.

So the SNR observed by the BS when the vehicle is located

at p(t) is:

SNR(p(t)) =
P

‖p(t)− pB‖α2 σ
2
n

(2)

The content of the vehicle’s buffer at time instant t is:

b(t) =

[

N −

∫ t

0

Rb(p(τ))dτ

]+

(3)

where N is the number of bits initially stored in the buffer;

[a]+ = a if a > 0 and [a]+ = 0 if not; Rb(·) is the bit trans-

mission rate at position p(t), which increases as the SNR in-

creases. Although strictly speaking b(t) is a discrete variable

(since it represent the number of bits) we will consider it to

be a continuous variable for mathematical simplicity. In addi-

tion, we select pB = 0 for mathematical convenience without

any loss in generality.

Now, if the SNR is below a minimum value SNRmin de-

termined by the sensitivity of the BS then the vehicle will not

transmit and so the bit rate will be zero. But if the SNR is

at least SNRmin or higher then we will consider two different

policies for determining the bit rate:

1. Discrete bit rate. In this case there is a finite num-

ber of different bit rates available. This can be the case

when M-QAM modulation is used and we control the

size of the constellation to determine the bit rate. As-

sume that there are M possible rates achieved based

on the distance (and consequently the SNR) and we se-

lect Rb(p(t)) = Rm if ||pt||2 ∈ [rm, rm+1) for all

m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} where rM+1 = 0 and r0 → ∞ re-

sulting in R0 = 0. In addition R1 < R2 < · · · < RM .

We will also define Am as the region in which the bit

rate Rm is used. So A0 is the area that is not covered

by the BS.

2. Continuous bit rate In this case we will assume the

bit rate Rb(SNR(p(t))) to be a continuous increasing

function of the SNR.

Finally, the position of the robot is given by:

p(t) = s+

∫ t

0

u(τ)dτ (4)

where u(τ) is the velocity of the robot at time τ , and is con-

strained by

‖u(t)‖2 ≤ vmax (5)

where vmax is the maximum velocity of the robot and the

energy consumed for motion from time ta to tb is:

Em(ta, tb) =

∫ tb

ta

‖u(τ)‖2dτ. (6)

3. OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY PLANNING

The task to be completed in a time T by the vehicle has two

objectives: transmit all the content of the buffer and then

reach the goal point g. We would like the buffer to be emp-

tied quickly and to reach the goal point g using little mechan-

ical energy. In this section we will present two different ap-

proaches to this problem.

3.1. Sequential importance

The simplest way to present this multi-objective optimiza-

tion is by first giving full importance to the optimality cri-

teria associated with the transmission of all the N bits. And

then, once all the bits are transmitted, give full importance to

the optimality criteria associated with spending a minimum

amount of energy reaching goal point g. Let us first define

tb(u) as the time in which the buffer is emptied when using

the control law u:

tb(u) = min{t ∈ [0, T ] | b(t) = 0}. (7)

Now, the multi-objective optimization problem mentioned

above can be then written as the following coupled pair of

optimization problems:

minimizeu tb(u),
s.t.

p(t) = s+
∫ t

0
u(τ)dτ,

‖u(t)‖2 ≤ vmax,

b(t) =
[

N −
∫ t

0
Rb(p(τ))dτ

]+

,

p(T ) = g.

(8)



which formulates the first optimization problem. Now, the

first two constraints in (8) describe the dynamics of the ve-

hicle and the maximum speed of the vehicle while the third

constraint describes the dynamics of the buffer. The fourth

constraint simply states that the vehicle must reach the goal

point g at time T . The set of all control laws that solve (8) is

denoted by Ub, i.e., the set of all control laws that minimize

the time taken to empty the buffer. Now, the second optimiza-

tion problem considers the minimization of the energy used to

reach the goal point g once the buffer is emptied:

minimizeu(t)∈Ub

∫ T

0

‖u(τ)‖2dτ

s.t.

p(t) = s+
∫ t

0
u(τ)dτ,

‖u(t)‖2 ≤ vmax.

(9)

Note that (9) is minimized over Ub so coupling this optimiza-

tion problem with (8). We have to mention that in order to

solve the multi-objective optimization problem we need to

find an optimum control law that simultaneously solves both

(8) and (9).

Before we try to solve both (8) and (9) we need to see if

there exist a solution for the value of T . One way to do this

is by solving a feasibility problem. In this case the feasibility

problem consist in minimizing the time ta(u) in which the

vehicle reaches the goal point with its buffer empty. Now, the

feasibility problem is:

minimizeu ta(u),
s.t.,

p(t) = s+
∫ t

0
u(τ)dτ,

‖u(t)‖2 ≤ vmax,

b(t) =
[

N −
∫ t

0
Rb(p(τ))dτ

]+

,

ta(u) = min{t ∈ R
+|p(ta) = g, b(ta) = 0}.

(10)

Denote by u∗
a(t) the control law that solves (10) and t∗a the

minimum value of ta(u
∗
a). If t∗a ≤ T then the multi-objective

optimization problem defined by (8) and (9) has a solution.

In addition, it is easy to see that if t∗a = T then both the

feasibility and the multi-objective optimization problems are

equivalent.

Now, let us define the time set T ∗ where

T ∗ = {t ∈ T |Rb(p(t)) = max{Rb(p(t))}} , (11)

We also define t1 = min{T ∗}, t2 = max{T ∗}. Then we

have the following result.

Proposition 1. The trajectory satisfying (10) is such that

its segments (s,p(t1)) and (p(t2),g) are straight lines and

the vehicle uses vmax in these segments. When the rates are

continuous, p(t1) = p(t2). In the discrete rate case, the

robot moves in a straight line from p(t1) to p(t2) where

||p(t1)||2 = ||p(t2)||2.

Therefore solving (10) is equivalent to finding the opti-

mum points p(t1) and p(t2) (t2, t1 will be automatically de-

termined based on vmax and N ). And as mentioned before

once we solve (10) we can determine if the multi-objective

optimization problem (8), (9) is feasible. If this criteria is sat-

isfied, then we can use the following proposition to find the

optimal path satisfying (8) and (9) by using the same T ∗ and

t1,t2 defined earlier.

Corollary 1. The paths satisfying (8) and (9) is such that

its segments (s,p(t1)) and (p(t2),g) are straight lines and

the vehicle uses vmax in the segment (s,p(t1)). Additionally,

||p(t1)||2, ||p(t1)||2 satisfy the same properties as in propo-

sition 1.

Special case: When T is considerably larger than t∗a.

It can be easily observed that to minimize tb(u(t)) in (8)

we must increase the bit rate Rb(SNR(p(t))) as quick as

possible. This is achieved by heading directly towards the

BS. Therefore, in the continuous rate case, for t ∈ [0, t1],
the vehicle must go from s towards the BS in straight line at

maximum velocity vmax. Then the optimum control law for

t ∈ [0, t1] case is:

u∗(t) = −

(

s

‖s‖

)

vmax (12)

while the robot moves in a straight line from t1 to t2 (for the

discrete case), but with a velocity determined by N such that

b(t2) = 0 .

It can also be verified that for optimizing (9), for t > t∗b ,

the control law is.

u∗(t) =

(

g − p(t2)

‖g − p(t2)‖2

)

g − p(t∗b)

T − t∗b
. (13)

• If t∗b < t2 then the robot moves in a straight line from

p(t1) to g.

• Otherwise p(t2) is such that, given t2, ||p(t2) − g|| is

minimized.

So now that we have solved the multi-objective optimiza-

tion problem considered in this section we will consider in the

next section another approach to optimize the same task.

3.2. Combined importance

In the previous section first we gave full importance to the

optimality criteria associated with the transmission of the N

bits and once this objective was fulfilled we gave full impor-

tance to the optimality criteria associated with reaching the

goal point g. An alternative approach is to simultaneously

consider both optimality criteria in the design of the trajec-

tory and also give similar importance to both terms. So we



the control law that produces such optimum trajectory can be

obtained from solving:

minimizeu

∫ T

0

‖u(τ)‖22
v2max

dτ +

∫ T

0

b(τ)

N
dτ

s.t.

p(t) = s+
∫ t

0
u(τ)dτ,

‖u(t)‖2 ≤ vmax,

p(T ) = g,

b(t) =
[

N −
∫ t

0
Rb(SNR(p(τ)))dτ

]+

,

b(T ) = 0

(14)

The first term of the optimization target in (14) represents the

mechanical energy used during the whole task while the sec-

ond is a measure of how fast the buffer is emptied. The nor-

malization of each term (by v2max for the first term and by

N for the second term) is done to make both terms to lie in

the same order of magnitude and consequently having similar

importance in the optimization target in (14).

Now, we will solve (14) for the discreet case. But we first

define um(t) as any control law that takes the vehicle through

the regions {Ak}
m
k=0. The set of all control laws um(t) will

be denoted as Um and U = ∪M
m=0Um . The control law

u(t) ∈ Um that solves (14) will be denoted by u∗
m(t) while

the control law u(t) ∈ U that solves (14) will be denoted by

u∗(t). To find u∗(t) we will first find all the u∗
m(t) and then

compare them and select u∗(t) as the u∗
m(t) that minimizes

over m the optimization target in (14).

It is not hard to see that the optimum control law u∗
m(t)

must make the vehicle enter and exit the convex hull of each

region {Ak}
m
k=0 at most once. We will refer to these input

and output points to the convex hull of the area Am as im and

om respectively.

We also define the following set of points Pm = {s, i1,
i2, · · · , im, om, om−1, · · · , o1, g}. In addition we will index

its elements as follows:

pm
0 = s,

pm
k = ik, for k = 1, 2, · · · ,m,

pm
k = o2m+1−k, for k = m+ 1,m+ 2, · · · , 2m,

pm
2m+1 = g.

(15)

The time instant when the vehicle is located at pm
k is tk and

τk = tk − tk−1. Let us also write these points in polar coor-

dinates as pm
k = rmk [cos(φm

k ) sin(φm
k )]T .

From the definition of im and om we know that they

lie in a circle of radius rm which is known. Therefore we

know {rmk }2mk=1 and as a consequence the only unknowns to

uniquely determine Pj are the angles1 {φm
k }2mk=1, where the

φm
k is the angle of the point respect to the BS.

Now, the optimum control law u∗
m(t) takes the vehicle

from pm
0 up to pm

2m+1 in ascending order through each point

1Since φ0 and φ2j+1 are the angles of s and g they are also known.

in Pm. We also can see that the second term in the optimiza-

tion target of (14) depends only the durations τk and not on

the shape of the particular path followed by the vehicle nor

by its velocity profile. So velocity profile and the path must

be selected to minimize the second term in (14). To do so the

vehicle must go from pm
k−1 to pm

k in a time τk (to be deter-

mined) using minimum energy. Using calculus of variations

we can show that this is achieved by:

um(t) =
pm
k − pm

k−1

τk
∀ t ∈ [tk−1, k). (16)

Therefore if we optimize the durations {τk}
2m+1
k=1 and the an-

gles {φm
k }2mk=1 we obtain the candidate for the optimum con-

trol law u∗
m(t). To achieve this we need to solve (14) with the

additional constraint u(t) ∈ Um. By adding this constraint

and taking into account (16) the optimization problem (14)

becomes:

min
{τk}

2m+1

k=1
,{φm

k
}2j

k=1

2m
∑

k=1

‖pm
k − pm

k−1‖
2

v2maxτk
+

∫ T

0

b(t)

N
dt

s.t.
2m+1
∑

k=1

τk = T,

τm+1Rm +
m
∑

k=0

(τk+1 + τ2m+1−k)Rk ≥ N,

‖pm
k −p

m
k−1‖

τk
≤ vmax

(17)

where the first constraint ensures that the sum of all durations

is equal to the duration T of the whole task. The second con-

straint ensures that all the N bits are transmitted. Note that

the inequality allows for the possibility of transmitting all the

N bits before the vehicle exits the coverage area. The next

constraint ensures that the vehicle does not surpass the maxi-

mum velocity. It is not difficult to see that b(t), for n ≤ m, is

given by:

b(t) = [N − S(n− 1)− (t− tn)Rn]
+ ∀ t ∈ [tn, tn+1]

(18)

and for m < n ≤ 2m+ 1 we have:

b(t) = [N − S(m)− Z(n)− (t− tn)Rn]
+ ∀ t ∈ [tn, tn+1],

(19)

where S(n) =

n
∑

k=0

τk+1Rk and Z(n) =

n−1
∑

k=m+1

τk+1R2m−k.

Proposition 2. Given a set of durations {τk}
2m+1
k=1 the opti-

mum set of angles {φm
k }2mk=1 is a solution to the following set

of nonlinear equations:

τn+1rn−1 sin(φn − φn−1) = τnrn+1 sin(φn+1 − φn),
for n = 1, 2, · · · , 2m.

(20)



Fig. 1. Illustration of the angle differences considered in (20).

To optimize {φm
k }2mk=1 given {τk}

2m+1
k=1 we find numeri-

cally all the solutions to (20) and then compare them in the

optimization target (17). For lack of space we will not give

more details on this optimization process but it will be de-

tailed in future journal extension. Very interestingly, one can

note the similarity of the equations (20) with the law of re-

fraction in optics, showing the potential of generalizing the

considered problem to a large variety of scenarios such as the

case where the data rate varies continuously with the distance

and the multiple base stations case.

Therefore given {τk}
2m+1
k=1 we can calculate the angles

{φm
k }2mk=1 as a consequence the optimization problem (17)

now depends only on {τk}
2j+1
k=1 . We solve (17) by using

a modified version of the simulated annealing algorithm

that takes into account all the restrictions on the variables

{τk}
2m+1
k=1 and calculates the angles {φm

k }2mk=1 as function of

the durations {τk}
2m+1
k=1 .

4. SIMULATIONS

Now, to illustrate the trajectory optimization and gain more

insight into the technique described in this paper we will now

present some simulation results. For the simulations we will

consider two different bit rates R1 = 1 Mbps and R2 = 2
Mbps. In addition the radii of the areas A1 and A2 will be

r1 = 1km and r2 = 500m. Finally, the maximum velocity of

the vehicle will be vmax = 10m/s.

We remind the reader that the task consist in transmitting

the whole content of the buffer and then reaching the goal

point g in a time T . The starting and goal points are arbitrarily

located so that if the vehicle goes from s to g in straight line

it never crosses a coverage area and therefore the task cannot

be completed.

We will consider three different scenarios: (I) N = 700
Mb and T = 2000 s, this represents a case in which the

amount of data to be transmitted is reasonable for the time

to complete the task; (II) N = 150 Mb and T = 2000 s, this

Fig. 2. The starting (resp. target) point of the vehicle is

marked by a red (resp. black) point and is on the left (resp.

right). The disk delineated by the pink circles correspond to

geographical zones where the data rates are different. Each

figure depicts, for u∗
1(t) (left) and u∗

2(t) (right), the vehicle

trajectory which aims at uploading its data to the base station

and minimizing the cost of motion to reach the target. The

similarity with the refraction law in optics is well illustrated.

represents a case in which the amount of data to be transmit-

ted is considerably low respect to the time to complete the full

task; and (III) N = 700 Mb and T = 1400 s, this represents

the case in which the time to complete the full task is tight

respect to the amount of data to be transmitted.

In Figs. 2-4 we observe the path obtained by each of the

two optimum control law candidates (i.e., u∗
1(t) and u∗

2(t))
for the three scenarios. Then in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 we observe

the temporal evolution of the buffer b(t) with the respective

velocity profile of the optimum control law candidates. Then

in tables 1 and 2 we observe, for both u∗
1(t) and u∗

2(t) , the

value of the optimization target in (17) and the amount of me-

chanical energy used for the three cases considered.

Mechanical energy (J) Optimization target

Case I 35721 635

Case II 35607 909

Case III 44328 1002

Table 1. Results for u∗
1(t) under different scenarios.

Mechanical energy (J) Optimization target

Case I 37165 651

Case II 40206 847

Case III 48569 926

Table 2. Results for u∗
2(t) under different scenarios.



Fig. 3. The starting (resp. target) point of the vehicle is

marked by a red (resp. black) point and is on the left (resp.

right). The disk delineated by the pink circles correspond to

geographical zones where the data rates are different. Each

figure depicts, for u∗
1(t) (left) and u∗

2(t) (right), the vehicle

trajectory which aims at uploading its data to the base station

and minimizing the cost of motion to reach the target. The

similarity with the refraction law in optics is well illustrated.

First of all we have to note that the shape of the path for

u∗
m(t) depends on both the number N of bits to be transmitted

and on the amount of time T to complete the task. This is be-

cause these parameters will determine the distribution of the

durations {τk}
2m+1
k=1 and the coefficients of nonlinear equa-

tions (20) which determine the path depend on such distribu-

tion.

In case I the optimum control law u∗(t) is u∗
1(t), as can be

observed from comparing tables 1 and 2. This is because the

number N of bits to transmit is relatively small so reaching

A2 is unnecessary and only deviates more the vehicle from g

therefore costing more energy than simply staying in A1.

Then in case II the amount of bits to be transmitted in the

same amount of time is significantly larger. In this case the

benefits of reaching A2 to use the rate R2 for the transmission

are considerably and so the optimum control law is u∗
2(t).

In case III the optimum control law also is u∗
2(t) but we

can observe that, as opposed to case II, the length of the path

segment in A2 is longer. This is because in this case the ve-

hicle is short of time but it needs to stay some time in A2 to

finish the transmission. So in order to save time and energy

while it is in A2 it tries to get as near as possible to the closest

point of A2 to g which lies in the line from the BS to g.

It is also worth noticing in Figs. 5 and Figs. 6 the veloc-

ity profile. In the cases presented, and various other with are

not shown due to lack of space, we observed some interest-

ing patterns in the shape of the velocity profile. First of all,

the velocity used between the starting point s and i1 is always

Fig. 4. The starting (resp. target) point of the vehicle is

marked by a red (resp. black) point and is on the left (resp.

right). The disk delineated by the pink circles correspond to

geographical zones where the data rates are different. Each

figure depicts, for u∗
1(t) (left) and u∗

2(t) (right), the vehicle

trajectory which aims at uploading its data to the base station

and minimizing the cost of motion to reach the target. The

similarity with the refraction law in optics is well illustrated.

vmax but the optimum location of i1 is not, in general, the one

that minimizes the between s and A2. The use of the maxi-

mum velocity to reach the coverage area comes from wanting

to initiate the transmission quickly but the fact that i1 does not

minimize its distance with s and is slightly biased towards the

goal point g comes from wanting to reach g without wasting

much energy. This is a fair tradeoff between the two optimal-

ity criteria.

Another interesting aspect in the velocity profile is the fact

that for u∗
m(t) the velocity used in the region Am is always

the lowest. This is because the vehicle wants to take advan-

tage of the highest rate in the trajectory Rm to transmit as

much bits as possible in that time. But it does not stop to keep

reducing its distance with the goal point g.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a series of techniques to design optimum

trajectories that allow a vehicle (or an autonomous vehicle)

to efficiently reach a target while simultaneously transmit

data as quick as possible when operating under temporal con-

straints in a workspace sparsely covered by a network. This

type of trajectories could be of interest when time critical

data needs to be transmitted by vehicles which are energy

constrained. In addition, sparsely covered networks assisted

by vehicles are of interest since they could replace costly

infrastructure by cheap autonomous vehicles. So this type of

interdisciplinary algorithms that consider both the communi-



Fig. 5. The figure shows how the buffer size and the vehicle

velocity varies over time for the optimal control laws u∗
1(t)

under different conditions.

cations aspects and the energetic aspects of the vehicles will

promote the development of such networks. The problem

presented in this paper is still at an early stage of develop-

ment and further promising research needs to be done. In

particular: the generalization of the derived counterpart of the

refraction law to the case of continuous variations of the data

rate might be addressed; the case of multiple base-stations

and multiple vehicles is also of high interest e.g., for 5G

communications-driven car networks; the effect of shadow-

ing in the wireless channel needs to be taken into account as

well as considering the effect of the vehicle’s inertia.
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